Make A Multi Key Utility-Tool 10+8 (ish) Functions

Categories : General Prepping

Who doesn't have a drawer full of old keys which they don't know what they are for anymore? Why not recycle one and make a nifty little every-day-carry multi-tool for your keyring?

This is a great little project from the Instructables website. According to Vitizop's tutorial, when complete, the key has 18 functions. Personally I feel this is stretching it a bit, but there are definitely several handy uses. The screwdriver, hex key holder to take hex bits, bottle opener, wire cutter and rope cutter seem to be the most plausible uses.

Multi key stated uses:

1. drill (better efficiency than Phillips screwdriver)
2. saw (wood)
3. bottle opener (beer)
4. rope cutter (nylon, cotton ....)
5. screwdriver
6. hexagonal key (exp: Phillips screwdriver plug-ins)
7. knife sharpener
8. wire cutter (copper, paperclip)
9. nail
10. nail file
+ 
11. magnetic (old Winchester magnet over pull up)
12. can opener (not elegant) 1st saw tooth
13. polished back -> signaling mirror
14. fluorescent light from Lego Bionicle pieces (drill 2 mm hole, injected fluorescent material) cool!!!
15. knife
16. ruler (front, upper saw empty area "cm" measure ~2.5 cm)
17. the head of key is trolley coin, after you open it, removable
18. Phillips screwdriver lite

If you have an old key that you want to re-purpose into a handy little multi-tool, check out the link below for information on how to do it.
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